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Geek Timer is an excellent and very useful timer for the real gamers. With our funny and stylish reminder you don’t have to
worry that you forgot to do something important during the game.

This timer will remind you of the most significant things while you’re playing: time of game update, time until the game with
your friends or time until Steam sale). It also will help you not to forget to pull out the tea bag, go to the toilet, do physical

exercises, feed your lovely cat and do other things in real life.

In order to reach the great results in the game and become the best player, it’s important to control your time and get the latest
news about the game world in time.

Funny reminder app will help you to concentrate on the game and not to forget about your biological needs.
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Various preset timers;

Sound notification;

Funny timer messages;

Minimalist design.

You always forget to feed your poor cat during the exiting game? Or miss the beginning of the Steam sale?
Now it's time to change it!

Don’t upset your cat and don’t miss release of cool game, Steam sale or Twitch translation. Just install our clever timer and fully
enjoy your favourite games!

Various timers:

Game update timer;

Timer to watch the time before the new translation;

Timer for making coffee;

Cooking timer and e.t.c.

Set new records in your favourite games and at the same time don’t forget about your biological needs and other important
things (such as pulling out the tea bag and going to the toilet).

Survive in virtual and real world with our modern and useful Geek Timer!
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Title: Geek Timer
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
Utility Spectrum
Publisher:
Utility Spectrum
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018
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English,German,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,Russian
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geek egg timer. tfc old geek timer

Solid Game!

Pros:
Great art!
Good combat!
Great atmosphere

Cons:
Battle can get repetitive, but thats not really a con. It's just how these type of games tend to go.
World seems a little hollow. But according to the devs, this is only supposed to be an 8 hour playthrough. So I can understand
them not fleshing the world out a bit more.

If this is just the early access, then I can't wait for the full release!. I got this for free. I played Orion: Prelude so thats prob the
reason. I dont recommend buying this "special" edition. Just buy the game for 1$ instead. Its not worth it.

5\/100. I was expecting this to be a little more like the Puzzle Quest series of match 3's where I could actively decide to use
spells to manipulate the board/damage the enemy. Instead, after a few hours of playing I find out that you match endlessly, and
the different "spells" all do basically the same things: blow up a small area, blow up a large area, blow up rows and/or columns,
freeze or lock specific tiles, change one color to another. As others have mentioned it gets repetitive very quickly. I was
fortunate enough to not have the game crash on me or wipe my save - but at this point it doesn't really matter as I have no
incentive to continue playing.

Another element that I did not like about this game was that the AI never took a turn, so you are endlessly rotating tiles. AI just
casts a spell after *you* take enough turns that don't involve matching the AI's color. Very boring and lazy on the part of the
devs.

Very disappointed in this collaboration. Got this on the steam sale so I didn't spend much, but I also didn't get much out of it
either.. The game that should of been a patch.... *sigh*

But even now, years later, its still the best Rugby game around..... 5/10
It's okay
If you like Carmageddon, you'll like this one. Steam has informed me that I played Rainswept for 1.7 hours, however there was
little to no interactive gameplay during this time. the controls are the main issue for me, mouse cursor slow to respond, felt
clunky and slow. Conversations with town folk were boring & repetitive. Was really looking forward to this game but was sorely
dissapointed. Not cheap either.. an entertaining and very funny game.. Do not get this game if you enjoyed the original escaptist.
This game is extremely boring and not worth the price of having anything to do with The Walking Dead. Very disappointed and
unable to get a refund for this pile. Save your money. Skip this purchase.. Puzzling simplicity
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I really enjoyed the game, and very reminscent of 90's RPG's, which I loved. It was very straightforward, overall easy to figure
out controls, etc, and what puzzles were included weren't overly complex. Challenging but not frustrating. Even if you missed
some weapons, armor or magic, winning battles and the end bosses was still possible. The few drawbacks in my opinion was that
it was a bit heavy on the "gay" jokes at one point, there were regular but minor spelling errors throughout, and there weren't
changes in visiting locations or dialogue after a major event that was supposed to prompt them.

Things I'd like to see added: 1) an accessible world map would have been great in going back to get special armor/weapons, etc.
2) Easier changing/selecting of gear/magic out of battle, 3) Ability to swap characters and gear/weapons/magic in battle.

The biggest problem I had was that after finishing the end battle, there wasn't an option to save that I saw. The game just
restarted itself back on the game menu screen. I left a dialogue open with Argus and Eris, stepped away for a couple of minutes
to check dinner and returned to the menu screen, with it asking me if I wanted to continue. When I clicked continue, it took me
back to pre end-battle, which I would have to do all over again to learn the final scenes of the game. So, I won't go back to do
that just for end dialogue and credits. That was a real shame.. What a strange game. In terms of gameplay, it's pretty
straightforward - it's a first person walking simulator where you take pictures of interesting people and things. The interesting
thing about the gameplay, is that you uncover the story by showing the pictures you've taken to random people that you meet.
What makes the game weird, though, is the overall plot. The story somehow has the paradoxical ability to be both subtle and
specific at the same time. It also has some oddities scattered throughout the world that serve no other purpose than to make you
feel uncomfortable in this dark, mystifying town that you've found yourself in.

My main issue with the game is the random drops in frame rate that often happen. It usually occurs when you walk into an area
that is wide open, as opposed to the more "corridor" style paths. Though, this may be because of the Unity engine that it uses,
because we all know how great Unity is. One thing that I didn't like about the game was the almost-complete lack of direction it
gave you. While you did have "objectives" that you had to accomplish, they were all as vague as they could possibly be. One of
them was "Find something from home". Listen ♥♥♥♥♥, I don't live here. I don't even know where I am right now. Also, the
game was very obviously scripted by someone for whom English was not their first language. The voice acting (while decent)
was all in Spanish, and every translation came off as alien-ish. It was like each character in the game was some kind of
extraterrestrial that came to Earth to study our species. We're talking "Hello, fellow hue-mon" caliber weirdness. And for some
reason, cars are almost always brought up in conversation. Even when cars have no relevance to the picture that they're trying to
describe. You'll have a picture of a tree, and the caption will say something like "that man looks like he's waiting for a car",
when there is clearly no man and clearly no car. Honestly though, the translations are so bad that they actually loop around and
become amazing. They gave me quite a few laughs.

If you can get past the various flaws that this game has, though, it's really not that bad. Its uniqueness allows it to be interesting
enough to make you look past these few problems just so that you can hopefully reach the end and find out what all of this
means. Which is great, because if I couldn't have overlooked those problems, I would have missed out on one the strangest and
most intriguing games that I've ever played. Also, you can finish it in one or two hours, so you don't have to devote a whole lot
of time to it. I'd recommend it for people that are like me; people that enjoy games that bleed atmosphere and make you not
only want, but need to solve the mysteries of the world that has been created for you. If you're coming here for the hella-tight
gameplay and the MLG 360-noscope "♥♥♥♥ yo momma" action, though, then you've come to the wrong place.. This game
was fun from start to finish. I liked the strategy of the overall map and the tactics of the battles.. no. just. no.. a nice game! one
problem though , the part where galen poisoned lev . i had no idea he did that lmao . It took me a while to be honest . so i think
that part should've been more specific. But other than that , the story's well written .

Geek Timer is now available on Steam!:
RELEASE!
Today is the day! Geek Timer is now available on Steam. Geek Timer will remind you of the game updates, beginning of the
Steam sale, Twitch translations and other events! Timer for gamers also will help not to forget about your biological needs and
other things important in the real life. Install our clever timer and fully enjoy your favourite games!
We look forward to hear your opinions and ideas!. Geek Timer is 75% OFF!:
Grab great deal on our Geek Timer with the special offer - 75% off!. Geek Timer - SOON ON STEAM!:
Hey, everybody! Our new work soon will be available on Steam! Geek Timer is a very useful timer for real gamers! It will
remind you of the game updates, beginning of the Steam sale, Twitch translations and other events! Timer for gamers also will
help not to forget about your biological needs and other things important in the real life.
We look forward to hear your thoughts on Geek Timer. Also if you have any ideas or if you found a bug, don't hesitate to leave
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